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This paper is devoted to estimating the degree of nonlinear spline approximation 
in Besov-Sobolev spaces defined on the unit cube in RN. Good approximants with 
a given number of polynomial pieces and a given global smoothness are obtained 
from a certain decomposition of the functions under consideration into B-splines 
with respect to uniform dyadic partitions which, in turn, are constructed by means 
of a certain strategy of selecting terms with large coefficients. The general concept 
is applied to approximation by smooth splines with variable knots (N= 1) and 
smooth nonlinear piecewise polynomial approximation with respect to partitions 
into cubes and certain triangulations (N > 1). 0 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
In this paper we describe a unified approach to estimating the degree of 
nonlinear spline approximation for Besov-Sobolev spaces in one and 
several dimensions. 
First we give a short introduction to the problems under consideration. 
Let rc be some partition of [O, 1 ] N, Nz 1, into cells of given geometric 
structure, say, simplices or cubes, and denote by 17t/ the number of cells in 
z. To any 71 we associate some linear set S(z) of splines, e.g., piecewise 
polynomials with respect to rc of given degree and global smoothness. For 
functions f: [0, llN -+ R belonging to some Besov-Sobolev space Y = 
or WP we consider asymptotic estimates of the nonlinear best approxima- 
tions 
e,(f)x = inf x:,n,gn && “f-g”x, n-+mo, - 
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in some other Besov-Sobolev norm /I. I( X. Roughly speaking, we shall study 
the degree of approximation by splines with “free partition” in Besov- 
Sobolev norms. Naturally, we assume Yes X and concentrate on those 
situations where choosing the partition into $I cells appropriately adapted 
to f~ Y (as indicated in the definition of e,(f)x) substantially decreases the 
degree of approximation in comparison with the usual linear spline 
approximation methods where the partition is fixed for all f~ Y. For N 2 1 
previous contributions to this area, especially to the case of nonsmooth 
piecewise polynomial approximation in the L, norm (1 QI 5 co), have 
been made by Birman and Solom’jak [3], Brudnyi [9, lo], Oskolkov 
[23], Rice and de Boor [7] et al.; for the one-dimensional case we also 
refer the reader to [ll, 12,271. 
The basic idea which already appeared in [23] of our approach is to 
decompose functions f E B;, 4 into a series of B-splines with respect to 
uniform dyadic partitions in such a way that the coefftcients in this B-spline 
representation are controlled by the smoothness properties of the functions 
and vice versa. Then, good approximants satisfying 17~1 5 IZ can easily be 
selected from this decomposition. To carry out this concept we only need 
the basic facts of linear approximation theory in L, spaces, i.e., the direct 
and inverse theorems and properties of B-splines for uniform partitions. We 
also include the quasi-normed Besov spaces with p < 1 which are important 
for some applications. The results on the degree of nonlinear spline 
approximation in L, and Sobolev norms are obtained from those for Besov 
spaces by trivial embeddings. 
A typical result that we can obtain in the one-dimensional case reads as 
follows. Let m = 1,2, . . . . 0 <p <p’ 5 co, 0 -C q, q’ 5 co, 0 <s < m, and 
0 < s’ < s - (l/p - l/p’) be fixed. Then, for any function f(x) belonging to 
the Besov space B;, 4 on [0, 11 there exists a (smooth) spline h(“’ of degree 
m - 1 and defect 1 with less than y1 interior knots on [0, l] satisfying 
j\f-pq B;T,> q  ' _I C.n-'"-"" . Ilf IL;,, 
and (if additionally s < m + (l/p - 1)) 
(1) 
where the constants are independent off and n = 1,2, . . . (the corresponding 
definitions and more precise statements can be found in the following 
sections). For comparison, if we fix the partitions (for instance, if we 
consider the sequence of uniform partitions) no better estimate than 
O(n-(S-“)+(l/P--/P’)) f or n -+ co instead of (1) could be obtained. Let us 
also mention that in the case 0 <p’ 5;~ 5 co (0 < s’ < s) the estimates (1) 
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and (2) remain valid; however, this is a simple consequence of the linear 
theory (e.g., consider the uniform partitions of CO, 13). 
The method of proof of the above statement implies also the following 
result: With the same ranges of parameters m, p, p’, and l/p - l/p’ < s s m, 
for any given f(x) E Lip(s,p) = B;, o. a sequence (h’“‘(x)) of defect-l- 
splines of degree m - 1 exists with less than n interior knots on 10, I] 
satisfying the estimates 
Ilf-~(“)ll~p,~C+P’ llfll LlP(G PI ’ 
and f, s<m-1+1/p 
0 (t h’“‘) m ) P s c. llj-ll J.JP(% P) . 1 t”.ln l/t, s=m-1+1/p (4) fn - 1 + l/p > s>m-1+1/p 
for t -+ 0 with constants independent of n, t, and f (the definition of tbe 
moduli of continuity will be given in Section 1). While in (3) for the class 
Lip(s,p) the optimal degree of nonlinear spline approximation in the 
L,, metric is achieved (a fact which was already known) the inequality 
in (4) shows what order of smoothness in .L, will be preserved for the 
approximants. 
In order to motivate the extension to Besov spaces with p < 1, let us 
consider the following example. Checking for the function 
f (xl = XQ, XE [O, 11, O<a<l, 
the modulus of continuity 02( t, f )P it is easy to see that in the case m = 2, 
l/2 <p < l/(2 -a), p’ = co, we have f E Lip(2, p) and thus the above state- 
ment yields the existence of linear splines h(“)(x) with less than n interior 
knots on [0, 11 such that ljf--h(“)/jc= U(nw2), y1 -P co. Moreover, the 
corresponding optimal O(n- (2-“‘))-estimate for the Lip(s’, co) norm of 
f- h’“’ also follows from our results (0 < s’ < a). This remark shows, on the 
one hand, that function spaces related to the “pathological” L, metric 
(p < 1) are connected with more classical problems in approximation 
theory (cf. also [9]). On the other hand, using this case previous results of 
several authors on improving the rate of approximation by splines of 
functions with typical singularities can be included here. However, our 
approach does not immediately lead to constructive algorithms such as the 
adaptive procedures proposed by J. Rice, de Boor et al. 
We conclude this Introduction with a short outline of the following 
sections. In Section 1, we give the necessary definitions and state the 
properties of spline approximation schemes used in this paper. In 
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particular, we prove the above-mentioned representation theorem for 
Besov spaces. In the next Section 2, the general statements on nonlinear 
approximation rates in Besov-Sobolev spaces (0 <p 5 co) are obtained. 
Finally, Section 3 is devoted to some situations where the results of 
Sections 1 and 2 apply, e.g., we consider the one-dimensional case, and the 
generation of nonlinear spline approximants in several dimensions by 
tensor product B-splines (partitions into cubes) and by box-splines on 
so-called type I partitions. 
Applications of our approach to nonlinear approximation rates for 
functions with singularities and to error estimates for finite element 
methods will be discussed elsewhere (cf. [25]). 
1 
Let IN = [0, l] N be the unit cube in RN, and fix an integer k = 1,2, . . . . 
As usual, for f(x) E L,(IN) (0 <p 5 co) we denote by 
the (total) kth order &-modulus of continuity (cf. [30], here x, h E RN, 
&f(x)= i (-1y.(p-(x+Zh), 
I=0 
and 
I&= {xdN: [x,x+Zh]cIN}). 
For this fixed notion of modulus of continuity (cf. Remark 5) we intro- 
duce the corresponding Besov spaces 
where 
1 
(s ; (t-” > 
l/q . W&,“Qy . t-l dt ) o<q<co 
If IB&= 
SUP t-* ~~k(t,f)p, q=oo. 
tow, 11 
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According to the well-known saturation properties of the moduli of 
continuity this definition makes sense if 0 5s <k-t 6 for 0 < 4 < CC and 
O<ssk+6 for q=co where S=6(p)=max(O, l/p--l) and O<psco. In 
this way we obtain a scale of complete quasi-normed function spaces on .P 
(Banach spaces if 1 gp, 4 5 cc ) which have been studied by many authors 
(cf. [2,22, 31, 321). For instance, by results of Triebel [31, 321 these 
spaces can, for N6 <s < k, equivalently be introduced by 
(with equivalent quasi-norms). 
Thus, defining in analogy the usual Sobolev spaces 
W; = {f E 9’(lN): 3g E Wi(RN) with f = gl [N 
llf II w; = inf g:f= .dIN II g/l W;cR.~j i, 
where s 10 and 0 <p < co, and taking into account the well-known embe 
ding theorems for Besov-Sobolev spaces we obtain 
whenever N6 < s <k, 0 <p < cc (for further details, see 1731, 321). By this 
relation estimates in Sobolev norms can be derived from the corresponding 
ones for Besov spaces. Thus, we concentrate on the latter case. 
Now we introduce a certain type of approximation scheme based on 
B-splines with respect o dyadic partitions and some of its basic properties. 
Let &cS,cS,.., be an increasing sequence of finite-dimensional sub- 
spaces of L,(P) and denote by {Bl,i, i= 1, . . . . M,] a basis of S, (playing 
the role of a B-spline basis). Furthermore, let us suppose that 
dim S,X~~‘, i=O, 1, . . . . These notations and assumptions will be preser&d 
throughout this paper. 
The approximation scheme will satisfy the property S(p), 0 -cp 5 co, if 
we have 
with positive constants independent of I and g = Cf”=i, ai. B, i E SI (the 
modification of the second term for p = co is sup{ lai 1, i= 1, . . . . M,}). 
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The approximation scheme {S,} possesses the approximation property 
A(k, p) if for arbitrary fe L,(P) the Jackson-type inequality 
inf Ilf-g/ILp~ C wE’J),~ I= 0, 1, ... . &TfS/ 
holds with a constant independent of 1 and $ 
The approximation scheme {S,} has the inverse property I(k, p, A), 
0 5 A 5 k + 6, if for any g f S, the Bernstein-type inequality 
holds with a constant independent of t, 1, and g. 
Remark 1. In the following we do not actually need the linear inde- 
pendence of the set (B, i}. Instead we might suppose that S,=lin(B, i, 
i=l ) . ..) M,), l=O, 1, . ..) and modify the stability property S(p) as follows: 
The upper estimate there is valid for some, while the lower estimate holds 
for any linear representation of g E SI by the set {B, i}. Furthermore, as a 
rule, the approximation property A(k,p) will be required not for all 
fe L,(R”‘) but only for functions belonging to the Besov space B;, 4 under 
consideration. 
Examples of approximation schemes satisfying properties as defined 
above will be considered in Section 3. 
We finish this section by proving a representation theorem with respect 
to an approximation scheme {S,} as introduced above. To simplify the 
notations we write in the following 
1 @, la~,ilp)1’p2 o<p<co Ih,.Illp= max{ la,il, i= 1, . . . . Al,}, p=co 
and introduce the sequence of quasi-norms (s 2 0) 
lb, II r; = 
o<q<co 
sup(2’“. (b,l, Z=O, 1, . ..}. q=oo. 
THEOREM 1. Let (S,], l= 0, 1, . . . . be an approximation scheme as intro- 
duced above, and 0 < q < co. 
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(a) Suppose that, for some O<p 5 00, the properties S(p) and A(k, p) 
hold. Then there exists for arbitrary f E B;,4 a representation 
such that (with a constant independent off) 
j/2-‘W . lla~,./I~~Il~;~ C. It lls~llLpll~~~~~llfllB~,Y. ($1 
(b) Conversely, suppose that S(p) and I(k,p, 2) are satisfied where 
0 <p _I 00, 0 < s < A. Then any (formal) representation (7) defines a function 
f E Bi, 4 where 
whenever the right-hand side of (9) is finite. 
ProoJ: First consider part (a). For given f e B;,, c .L,(IN) we define 
functions &E S, such that 
This follows by the property A(k, p). Setting g, = St - St- 1, Z= 1,2, . . . . and 
g, = go we have g, E S,. Thus, considering the basis representations 
Ml 
gl= C a,,i.Br,i, l=O, 1, . ..) 
i=l 
we obtain by S(p), (lo), and the elementary properties of the modulus of 
continuity the estimates 
= c. 
i 
%(cf lP> I= 1, 2, ..~ 
%(2-Wp + IIflL,r I=O. 
Now inequality (8) follows immediately since 
(with the corresponding modification if q = co). 
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To prove part (b) we apply Minkowski’s and Jensen’s inequality 
(Q=min(l,p)) to obtain 
1 
f 2”“( i 2(‘-[)“q IIgAI;p+ f ll~rll$J> qse 
I=0 F-=0 r=2+1 
s,c. ~o*~~gr(~02”)9’e-1.( f: 2”‘-“““+(‘-““*.l,g,!,~~) 
i-=0 
+ *it1 ( 
2--rE)dB-1 
( 
f 2-f-G-m. llg,Ij9t, ) 
r=l+l )I 
where in the latter case (i3 < 4 < co) the real numbers E, E have been 
chosen according to the inequalities 0 < E < (2 - s)/( I/S - l/q) and 
0 < 5 < s/( l/6 - l/q), resp. After changing the order of summation we finally 
get the first inequality in (9); the second one is obvious by the property 
S(p). The remaining case q = co can be handled in full analogy. Thus, the 
proof of Theorem 1 is complete. 
Remark 2. It is easy to see that part (b) remains valid in the case 
q 5 8 = min( 1,~) and also for s = 0. Moreover, if we are interested in 
&-estimates of some (formal) representation (7) we require only property 
S(p) in order to obtain 
Thus, in this case the inverse property will not be required. 
2 
In this section, for an approximation scheme {S,), I= 0, 1, . . . . as intro- 
duced in Section 1, we consider the nonlinear best approximations 
where M,( f S,>) denotes the nonlinear set of finite sums x:(“O CyL 1 a,i. B,i 
with <=n nonzero coefftcients aLi, and X stands for some Besov-Sobolev 
space. We shall see in Section 3 that in the applications to spline 
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approximation schemes the study of the asymptotic behaviour of quantities 
(12) is closely related to that of e,ox. 
First we introduce the construction of the nonlinear approximants from 
the -set M,( {Sl>). 0 ur considerations correspond to the case n =: 2Nrl 
r = 0, 1, . . . . We fix k = 1,2, . . . . 0 <p < co, 0 <s 5 k + 6 (6 = max(O, l/p - B )), 
and denote c: = --s+ N/p, /?= -N/p. Let {S,), I=O, 4, . . . . be an approxi- 
mation scheme, satisfying, at least, the properties S(p) and A(k,p). Thus, 
by Theorem l(a) forfe B;, 4, 0 < q 5 co, we can consider the representation 
(7) for which (8) holds true. Defining a new set of coefficients 
if Z<rorifIzr, l~~,~j>c,.Y’+~ 
if Zzrand ~LZ~~~/~C~.~“‘+~’ 
(13) 
we obtain by the (formal) representation 
g”‘= ,gog;r’ = f F 2;;). B,.i, r = 1, 2, . . . . (14) 
I=0 i=l 
a sequence of approximants. The constant c0 = co(f) appearing in (13) will 
be chosen below. 
The following lemma shows that, actually, for q=p the number N”’ of 
nonzero coefficients a$;/ in (13), (14) is finite. 
LEMMA 1. Under the above assumptions we have for f E Bi,, (s < k + S) 
the estimate 
N”’ 5 C .2N’. - 
Proof: Let, for any I= 0, 1, . . . . Nj” be the number of nonzero coef- 
ficients rl”! [, 11 i= 1, . . . . MI. Then we have by (13) Ni”_IM,gC.2N’. 
Z=O, . . . . r- 1, and 
for I= r, r + 1, . . . . Since NC”= C,“=, N$‘) this gives (15). 
For the next lemmata we suppose that additionally p <p’s 00, 
0 < q’ 5 00, and 0 5 s’ _I k + 6’ are given. 
LEMMA 2. Let p’ < co, q = q’ *p/p’, Assume that in addition to S(p) ana 
A(k,p), the approximation scheme (S,) satisfies S(p’) and I(k,p’, /1’). 
Concerning s’ we suppose that 0 < s’ < R’ and s - s’ 2 N( l/p - l/p’). Then for 
arbitrary f E Bi, 4 we have also f, g(‘) E Bz#,,, and 
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i 
(-f 2”V,,g1,,‘qq O<q’<a 
Ilf-Q(r)JIB~,,U,~C.2-‘(S-S’).C~--p/P’). I=?- 
(SUP 2'"l/&p) q’= 00. 
I>-r 
(16) 
Proof. Here we have to use Theorem l(b). Part (a) of Theorem I 
guarantees that the expressions on the right-hand side of (16) are finite. By 
S(p), S(p’), and (13), (14) we obtain 
SC.(q).2 ) al+/3r l--p@ .2-‘N’p’ Ql lbl,jlp)‘m~ 
5 c. (c(). 2 cd + P’) 1 -P/P’ . ( 1) g, (1 Lp)PIP’, z=r, r+ 1, . . . . 
Thus, according to (9) we get 
Ilf- .$“/I B;,s, 5 c * II II g1- d” II Lp, III;, 
< c . (c, . pry -pJp’ = ~(Il~llglll~p~~~~r3111~)P’P’~ q 
Y = S’P’iP + dP’/P - 1) 
which immediately yields (16). 
LEMMA 3. Let p’ = CC and {S,} satisfy the conditions of Lemma 2. 
Suppose that 0 -C q’ 2 00 and 0 -C s’ < a’ as well as s - s’ > N/p (with equality 
included if q’ = co). Then for any f E Bi,q, 0 < q 5 co, we have f, g”’ E BL,4. 
and 
l]f-g”‘\1&,,5 c ‘C() .2-““-““, Y = 1, 2, . . . . (17) 
Proof By (13), (14), and S(p’),we have the estimate 
[)g1-g~)IIL,~c.cCg.2a1+pl, 1= r, r + 1, . . . . 
which, together with Theorem l(b), directly yields (17). 
Now we are in position to state the main results of this section. 
THEOREM 2. Let O<p<p’5co,O<s<k+6, O<s’<il’sk-t+‘, and 
suppose that the approximation scheme {S,} has the properties S(p), S(p’), 
A(k,p), and I(k,p’, A’). Then, for any function f E Bi,, and any n ZM,,, 
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there exist approximants h’“’ E M,( {S,)) satisfying s~m~itaneo~s~y in
0 < s’ 5 s - N( l/p - l/p’) the estimate 
!, 
UP Ilf-h’“‘l;Bgp~C.n-(S--r’)‘N. Ijh(t-‘-iili(t,f),)“.t-ldt 1 9 (183 
where the constant C is independent off and n. 
Pro@ It is clear that because of the asymptotic nature of (18) it will be 
sufficient to prove this inequality for some sequence n = n, x 2N’. For, we 
put in the construction of the approximants g(‘) (cf~ (13), (14)) the concre%e 
value 
co= f (2’“. /lg~Il.p)p ( 1 
UP 
I=r 
which only depends on f E II;,, and r. Then, by Lemma 1 we get 
g(‘)EM,c,,((SI}) with NC” x 2Nr, r = 1, 2, . . . . Lemma 2 (p’< a) and 
Lemma 3 (p’ = co) yield 
IIf- g”’ I/ B;,,p, 5 c ’ co .2 -r(s- s’), r = 1, 2, . . . . 
But by the definition of the g, (cf. the proof of Theorem l(a)) this actually 
implies (18) for n = NC” and therefore also for general n > MO. Thus, 
Theorem 2 is proved. 
Remark 3. As a consequence of (18) we have 
E,(f, {SJb;,,,, = o(n-‘“-“‘)‘N), n-* m,f+,.P 
By the above constructions (or by interpolation arguments) we can obtain 
these estimates for q fp, q’#p’, too, sometimes restricting to the case 
s’ <s- N(l/p - l/p’). We state some further results in this direction; 
however, we concentrate on the formulations on O-bounds for the non- 
linear best approximations (12). 
THEOREM 3. Let 0 <p <p’z co, 0 <q, q’s co, and {S,> satisfy the 
properties S(p), S(p’), A(k, p), I(k, p’, ,I’). Suppose that 0 <s 5 k + 6 (with 
equality only for q = co ), and 0 < s’ < min(l’, s - N( l/p - l/p’)). Then, for 
any f E B;, q 9 there exists a sequence h’“) E M,( (S,)), n _2 MO, such that 
llf-h’“‘llB;,q, 5 C.n-(S-S”‘N: llfll~;,q~ (191 
where C is independent off and n. 
Proox We consider the case p, p’, q, q’ < co. The obvious modifications 
for the remaining cases are left to the reader. If q 6 min(p, q’ p/p’) then the 
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above construction can be used without substantial changes. Since 
G? WV we get from Lemma 1 
r = 1, 2, . ..) 
and Lemma 2 yields 
Jlf_g(~)1J.~,;~,~C.2-‘(‘-“‘).C~-P!P’. 
( 
[g (2” . II g, II Lp)q)p’cp’q) . 
Thus, choosing c0 = (C& (2’“. /( gr/ILp)q)l’q, we obtain the analogue of the 
o-estimate (18) in that case (moreover, s’ = s - N( l/p - l/p’) is allowed, 
and the sequence h’“’ is independent of s’, q, p’, q’). 
In the general case we slightly modify the construction by setting 
a = --s + (N + a)/~, fl = -(N + E)/JJ where E > 0 will be a sufficiently small 
real number which will be chosen below. By the same arguments as in the 
proof of Lemma 1 we get 
5C.2N’ .(1+p( m ,sr P” . II g, II LPI” )““)) r=l,2 ,.... 
The analogous changes in the proof of Lemma 2 give the estimate 
IFd”lI 8~,~,~c.(cg.2p~)1-p~~‘. f 2-1&‘.(2’“.Ilg,jlLp)4’pIp’ ( 1 
l/q’ ) 
I=r 
where E’ = q’ . (sp/p’ - s’ - c( . (1 -p/p’)) = q’ . (s - s’ - (N + E)( l/p - l/p’)) is 
positive whenever E is sufficiently small. Applying now the corresponding 
inequalities (for q 5 q’p/p’ and q > q’p/p’, resp.) we obtain 
Ilf- d’)ll i3s, p, 4, 6 c .2 ~ (s - s’) r . (-:, -PlP’ . 
( 
lgr v . II g, I/ LJqy’@ q). 
Thus, as above we get an estimate similar to (18) which obviously yields 
(19). Moreover, by choosing an appropriately small E we see that the 
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sequence h’“’ can be defined independently of p’, y’, and s’ E (0, sb] fobr any 
fixed sb < min(A’, s - N( l/p - I/p’)). The proof of Theorem 3 is finished. 
THEOREM 4. Let 1 5 p < p’ < co, N(l/p - l/p’) < s 5 k, 0 5 S’ < s - 
N(l/p- l/p’), and let (S,} be an approximation scheme satisfying S(p), 
SCp’), A(k, p), I(k, p’, a’) (thus, additionally s’ < A’). Then, for f E PP, there 
exists a sequence h@) E M,( { S,]), n 2 MO, such that 
Il,f- h(“)(l 5 15 C. n-(S-S’)/N. j/f/l w;. 
Proof By the embedding theorem (6) we have PV; 4 B;,max,p,2j if
0 <s < k (obviously, WS, cs Bi,a for s= k), and Bz,,,in(pz,2j 4 W;, if 
0~s’~ k (the case s’ = 0, i.e., approximation rates in L,,, is included in 
Theorem 5). Thus, applying Theorem 3, (19), with the corresponding 9, q’, 
we immediately obtain (20). 
THEOREM 5. Let O<p<p’sa3, N(l/p-l/p’)<szkk6, and (S,) 
satisfy S(p), S(p’), A(k,p). Then, for any f E Bi,a, a sequence hi 
M,( (Sl>) exists such that 
llf- h’“‘Jl+ 2 C. nPIN . l/f/i By $7” ’ n~M(j. (211 
ProoJ: Using Remark 2 and the construction as given in the proof of 
Theorem 3 (i.e., put a= --s+(Nf~)/p, j?= -(N+E)/P in (13) with 
appropriately small E > 0) we get 
llf-Pll.p~~c-Il //gr-d%l/I~ 
~c~2~“.c:,-~‘~‘~(sup2’s.j~gl~/Lp)~’~’, Y = 1, 2, . . . 
tzr 
as well as 
N”’ 5 C 2N’ . (1 -t- cup . (sup 2’” 1 /I g, /I $‘), 
IZI 
r = 1, 2, . . . . 
Now we can proceed as above, 
Remark 4. The proof of Theorem 5 shows that forfe B& (q < co) and 
p’ < co we can obtain also o-estimates imilar to those in (18) for the 
L,!-case. 
THEOREM 6. If; in addition to the assumptions of Theorems 2, 3, or 5, the 
approximation scheme satisfies the condition I(k, p, J.) where 0 < s < 2, then 
(with the corresponding q) 
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This is an obvious consequence of Theorem 1 (b) and the construction 
(13), (14) of the sequence g”) resp. h’“). Theorem 6 shows under what 
conditions the known smoothness of f in L, can be preserved for the 
approximants. In the case of Theorem 5 we give a more precise statement 
concerning the order of the L, modulus of continuity of the h’“‘: 
Qh(t, h(“‘), 5 c. llfll B;,m . 
i 
tS, o<s<a 
tS . (ln( l/t))‘@, s=;l (23) 
tA > s > a, 
where t? = min( 1, p), 0 < t < 1, and the constant being independent off and 
n. Indeed, by our construction of the approximants and 1(k, p, 12), S(p) it 
follows that 
%(4 g”‘); 5 2 cok(t,gr))‘I C. C (min(2’t, l))“e. )lg P 11’ i 4 I=0 I=0 
~c~(llflls;,,)~. 
( 
c (tl-2’(2-“))@+ 1 2-l”@ 
2’ < 1/t 2’2 1/t > 
which yieIds (23). 
Remark 5. Up to now, our considerations did not depend on the 
specific domain IN as well as on the concrete definition of the (total) 
moduli of continuity ~c),Jt,f)~ used in the definition of the Besov spaces 
and the properties A(k,p), I(k,p, 1) of the approximation schemes. For 
instance, all the statements of Sections 1 and 2 could be proved in the 
periodic case (i.e., for functions l-periodic in each variable with the 
corresponding periodic moduli of continuity Gk(t,f)p = SUP,,~ s f \\d:j’ll,, 
0 < t 5 1). Another modification of this type where instead of o,(t,f), we 
shall use the sum of the partial (or coordinate) kth order moduli of con- 
tinuity will be applied in Section 3(b). 
Remark 6. Our abstract approach in the above sections should be 
considered as a generalization of paper [23] by Oskolkov who proved, in 
the situation of periodic piecewise linear approximation with respect to 
triangulations of I2 into <n triangles, the special case 2/p <s-c 1, 
2 cp <p’ 5 00, k = 1 of Theorem 5, and (23). For a certain extension of 
[23] see Sens [29]. 
3 
In this section we describe some examples of concrete approximation 
schemes (S,) for which the constructions of the previous sections are 
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applicable. To this end, we have to verify the properties A(k,p), 1((k,p, A)i 
S(p), and we have to discuss in more detail the connection between the 
nonlinear best approximations &(f, (S/}), considered in Section 2 and 
the problems stated in the Introduction, i.e., the estimates for the quantities 
e,(f )X which describe the degree of approximation by splines (corre- 
sponding to (S[}) with “free partition.” 
(a) Approximation by smooth splines with variable knots (N= 1). Given 
some partition 
n: x(O) = 0 < $1) < , . . <xc”- 1) < XC”) = 1 
of I= [O, 11 we define by 
s?‘= (gc C(km-2’(1): gl,oi EPk, i= 1, ..~, n> 
the linear set of all polynomial splines of degree k - 1 and minimal defect 
with respect to rc. Here we have k = 1, 2, . . . . Ici) = [xc’-‘), xc’)), and P, 
denotes the set of algebraic polynomials of degree <k. By 
where n, is the set of partitions with <n interior knots in 1, we denote the 
nonlinear set of splines of degree k - 1 and minimal defect with <n 
variable knots, and by 
-QkVh = inf IV-g II x, g E sp 
n = I, 2, . ..) 
the corresponding errors of best approximation offs Y 4 X. 
Evidently, studying the asymptotic behaviour of EL”(f)X we obtain 
estimates for the well-known problem of approximation by splines with <n 
free knots (including multiple knots). There are many papers devoted to 
the latter problem for several norms /) . /) X (especially for X = E, or C) and 
function classes Y as well as for individual functions f (cf., for instance, Cl 1, 
12, 281). 
In the present paper we are interested in the situation when YG X are 
both Besov-Sololev classes. In order to apply the concept described above 
we introduce the dyadic partitions 
x1: tp = 0 < t\” < . . . < t$- 1 < ry = I (n = 2’), 
640/61/2-2 
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where tj’) = i. 2-l, i = 0, + 1, . . . . The standard B-spline basis of Sik’ is given 
by the functions 
N$yx)= [ty’, . ..) ti!k, (x- t)!y] . (t$- ti”), 
i = -k + 1, . ..) 2’- 1 (for details we refer the reader to [27,4]). 
PROPOSITION 1. The sequence (SC’}, I= 0, 1, . . . . with the standard 
B-spline basis {N!,‘/(x); i= -k + 1, . . . . 2’- l} forms an approximation 
scheme in the sense of Section 1 satisfying the properties S(p), A(k,p), and 
I(k,p,,%)forO<psco anda=k-1+1/p. 
Since this statement is known (for 15~ 5 cc cf. [27, 131, and the case 
0 <p < 1 has been considered in [24]) we omit the proof. 
By the properties of the B-splines it is obvious that E$+ l,(f)x 5 
-UL Isi:‘>,x. Th us, the corresponding corollaries to Proposition 1 and 
the results of Section 2 are really estimates for the best approximation by 
splines of degree k - 1 and minimal defect with variable knots. For 
instance, the results formulated in the Introduction follow from Theorems 
3 and 6 resp. from Theorem 5 and (23). Moreover, by Theorem 2 and 
Proposition 1 we obtain 
COROLLARY 1. Let 0 < p < p’ 5 GO, 0 < s < k + 6. Then, for any f E B;, p 
and n = 1, 2, . . . . we can construct splines h’“‘(x) of degree k - 1 and minimal 
defect having <n interior knots in I such that the inequality 
VP 
m&f);.t-sp-l dt 
holds, simultaneously, for 0 < s’ 5 s - (l/p - l/p’), s’ < A’ = k - 1+ l/p’ (the 
constant C being independent off and n). Additionally, ifs < ,I= k - 1 + l/p 
then 
sup IW’II BJ 5 (2. llf II BS P.P - PSP’ n 
The corresponding result for s’ = 0, i.e. approximation in L,, , has been 
proved by Brudnyi [ 10, Theorems 4 and 1 ] in a different way (and can 
also be obtained by our approach). 
(b) Smooth spline approximation with respect to partitions into cubes 
(N > 1). This application is based on approximation schemes generated by 
tensor product B-splines. 
Let Sy)(I”) c C (k-2)(IN) ( cL,(IN) if k= 1) denote the class of 
smooth polynomial splines of coordinate degree k - 1 (and minimal defect) 
with respect to the product partition rr;” = z‘I x . . . x jitl of PN. The standard 
basis of §‘!“)(1”) is given by the set of tensor product 
m;,kj(x) = fi Ngpi), i= (i1, ..~) i.?q), -k<i,<2’. 
j=l 
The following proposition quotes the properties of this a~~roximati~ 
scheme. 
RoPosmoN 2. Let O<p 5 00. Then sequence (Si”‘(k”)), 1=O, 1, .~,I: 
satisfies property S(p) while A(k, p) and I(k, p, k - 1 + l/p) are jiiljilled in. 
the ,foElowing modlj?ed sense: for any SE LP we have 
(24) 
and for arbitrary g E Sjk)(lN) there holds the inequality 
N 
wpqt, g) P< = C’(2’. t)k-l+llp. Jl$lIL D’ O<t<2-‘, (251 
j=l 
with constants depending on N, p, k, only. Mere, by 
> UP wi;“( iy& = sup l&fWl” dx > o<t<1 OSh,<r 
(where h = (0, . . . . hi, . . . . 0)) we denote the partial ~~od~lus of cont~~~~ty of 
order k with respect to the jth coordinate of the fimtion f~ L,(FV). 
PP-OCJJ Inequality (24) has been proved for 1 zCp 5 CC in [20] by quasi- 
~nterpola~t techniques and in [21] for general p via piecewise polynomial 
approximation and a certain smoothing procedure. The property S(p) and 
(25) are essentially one-dimensional results. For instance, if g E Sjkj(l”) 
then for any fixed (.x2, ~.., xN) E IN- 1 the function g,(x,) = g(x) belongs to 
the spline space Sg’ with respect to x1 E I and, therefore, 
~~d~,~lii~~(O.~-k~~)~C~(21~hl~(k--~p+1~~/~l~/~~(I)~ O<h,<Ir’. 
Integrating this inequality with respect to (x,, x3, . . . . xN) E IN-r we get, 
after taking the supremum over hl E (0, t], 
cQ(t, g), _r c . (2’. t)k- 1 + 1/P . I/ g /IL,, o<t<rY.l- 
Analogously, S(p) follows from the one-dimensional property in Proposi- 
tion 1. 
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In order to apply the results of the preceding sections together with 
Proposition 2 we shall make use of Remark 5. Replacing the total kth 
order modulus of continuity ~,Jt,f)~ in the definition of the Besov classes 
(cf. Section 1) by Cy= r ~p)(t,f)~ we obtain a new scale Fp,, which, 
however, at least for N6 < s < k coincides with the scale B%,4. Since, 
obviously, the whole theory of Sections 1 and 2 can be carried over to the 
Bsp,, spaces (without any new restrictions to the parameters) we are now in 
a position to state the corresponding corollaries as estimates for the quan- 
tities E,(f, (sjk)(P)}), or in terms of the nonlinear approximants h W) (for 
f~ Y 4 X, X, Y being two Besov-Sobolev spaces). 
But in the N-dimensional case the partitions generated directly by the 
approximants h(“) are clearly more complicated and, in general, could be 
highly irregular (cf. Fig. 1 for a possible geometry of such a partition 
(N= k = n = 2)). This situation is in contrast to what we would like to 
have, i.e., at least a locally well-structured partition. However, following the 
idea in [7] we can appropriately modify the considerations of Section 2 to 
obtain an estimate of the number of dyadic cubes of a certain properly 
nested partition containing the original partition corresponding to h’“’ (see 
also 1151). 
Let us introduce first the following terminology. The cubes 
r,i=[(i,-1).2-‘,i,.2-‘)...[(i,-1).2-’,i,.2-’), iEZN 
will be called dyadic of order I = 0, 1, . . . . Any set of pairwise disjoint dyadic 
cubes Il,iclN where ulr,i= [0, l)N defines a dyadic partition of IN. Two 
dyadic cubes lI,i and Ir,i, are neighbors if their closures have a nonempty 
intersection. A dyadic partition 71 is called properly nested if the order of 
two neighbors lI,i and lI,,i, in z differs, at most, by 1, i.e., 11-1’1 5 1 (for 
3 
FIGURE 1 FIGURE 2 
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these definitions, cf. [7, 151; Fig. 2 shows the smallest dyadic (but not 
properly nested) partition induced by that shown in Fig. I). Finally, by 1x1 
we denote the number of cubes in 71, and by Sp)(ZN) the class of smooth 
piecewise polynomials of coordinate degree k- 1 with respect o the parti- 
tion z (e.g., Sjk’(ZN) is such a class generated by the uniform partition z;” 
consisting of all dyadic cubes of order I in IN). 
THEOREM 7. Let 0 <p <p’s 00, 0 <q, q’s 03, and suppose that 0 <s 5 
k + 6 (with equality only for q = 00 ), 0 < s’ < min(s - N( I/p - l/p’), 
k + I/p’- 1). Then, for any f E$q, we can construct a sequence EC”) of 
dyadic properly nested partitions with [z(“)j 5 n and a sequence of 
approximants h’“’ E S $‘,(ZN) such that 
where C is independent off and n. Moreover, the partitions z@) and thhe 
approximants h (n) can be chosen independently of s’ E (0, $1 for any fixed 
sb < minjs - N( l/p - l/p’), k + l/p’ - 1). 
ProoJ: For the approximation scheme (5’ jk’(ZN)) we shall use the con- 
struction in the proof of Theorem 3 and show the existence of a dyadic 
properly nested partition %(‘) consisting of 5 C. 2N’ . (I + cup . (CE r 2’” . 
l/aJq)p’q cubes (cf. also Lemma 1) and such that g”’ E S$$(ZN) (here 
Y = 1, 2, . . . and q < co, with obvious changes if q = co ). To this end, we first 
observe that the “sum” E+ 7~’ of two dyadic properly nested partitions TI 
and n’ is once again properly nested and satisfies /z + n’ 1 5 1x1 + 1~’ j (more 
precisely, 
71 + n’ = (II, i: either Z,,i E 71 and Z,,i does not contain 
smaller cubes from z’ or Z,i E a’ and it does 
not contain smaller cubes from z>). 
We do not give a formal proof of this geometrically obvious fact (cf. Fig. 3 
for an illustrative example if N= 2). 
+ 
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On the other hand, Sjlc’(I”) uS$)(I”)cS~~,,(I”) and thus we can 
proceed as follows. Considering our approximant 
g(‘)(x)= f g?(x) = f c al,$R$)(x) 
I=0 I=0 i 
we construct to any pair (I, i) with l>= r, til i # 0, a minimal dyadic properly 
nested partition rrnLi in such a way that G:“)(x) E SEl(I”). Obviously, we 
can choose r~,,~ such that rcl,i + rc,“- 1 consists of <A(N) cubes of order r, 
Y + 1, . ..) I, resp., and < 2N(r-1) cubes of order r - 1 where A(N) is an 
appropriate absolute constant (cf. Fig. 4). 
Thus, defining it(‘) by 
ficr)= f 1 (7Tl,i+71fp_1) 
I=r LLq,#O 
we obtain according to the above remarks g”) E S $Jj(I,(IN) and 
l=r 
Now, proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 3 (cf. Lemma 1, too) we get 
the required estimate for I%“)\, and Theorem 7 is proved. 
Remark 7. Analogous results to the other theorems of Section 2 can 
also be stated, e.g., o-estimates as given in Theorem 2 improving (26), 
estimates in L, and Sobolev spaces (Theorems 4 and 5), or uniform 
estimates of the L,-smoothness (in terms of the corresponding Besov 
classes) of the approximants h @) for s < k - 1 + l/p as indicated in 
Theorem 6. 
FIG. 4. The partition 7c,,; for N = k = 2,1= 4, and (il, i2) = (8, 2). 
Concerning the above used facts of the mo 
refer the reader to the monographs [2, 223. 
(6) Nonlinear spline approximation generated by box sph3 on certain 
t~~~~gul~t~o~s (N > 1). We concentrate on a simple case of box splines 
esponding to the so called Kuhn-Freudenthal or type I t~ia~g~lat~o~ 
“) which has b een intensively studied for the East few years (cf. 
[S, 6, 8, 16-19, 14, 11). 
Let ei, . ..~ eN be the unit vectors in RN, and put e”+ 1 = e1 + . I. + 8, We 
consider any set M= (xl?..., P} of m = m, -k ~. C mN+ i vectors given by 
M= (e’, . . . . el, e*, . . . . e* ,..., eNt’, . . . . eNA’> (m,z 1). 
WV__ m 
ml times “2 times mfi + 1 times 
y B(x, M) we denote the standard box sphne correspon 
can be introduced by the formulae 
j, B(x, M) .f (x) dx = jIrnf ( 
i=l 
ti .xi) dt, 
The function B(x, M) is a piecewise polynomial of total degree m-N 
which belongs to Cd- ‘(RN) where d= d( )=min((mj+m,)- I: i,.j= 
I, . . . . N-t 1, i fj ). Furthermore, 
supp B(~, M)= 
i 
x= f ti.x’: tU+ 
i= 1 
The underlying partition corresponding to ) (and its translates 
(x - O, M), u E Z”), the so called Kuhn-~re~d~~t~al t~ia~g~~at~~~ [19] 
of RN, is produced by the hyperplanes 
spanned by any set of N- 1 different vectors lji belon ing to (e’, . . . . eiVt ’ ) 
(cf. Fig. 5 for the picture in the plane). 
In the following we consider the approximation scheme 
SE”(i”) = g(x) =1’ ai. B(2’. x - i, l=O, 1, I... iEZ” 
It follows from known assertions on local Iinear inde 
sphnes (cf., e.g., [IS]) that 
(Bf”:(x)=B(2’.x-ii, M), ij= -(mi+mN,,)+ I, ..~? 2’- l,j= l,..., N> 
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FIG. 5. The partition and supp B( ., M) in the case N = 2, m, = 2, m2 = m3 = 1, i.e., m = 4, 
d= 1, WI- N=2 (thus, the corresponding box spline B(r, M) is piecewise quadratic and 
belongs to C(R’)). 
forms a basis of Sr(I”), and that the approximation scheme has the 
property S(p), 0 <p 5 cr;). For 1 <,p I_ co this property as well as 
A(d+ 1,~) also follows from the results in, e.g., [16]. Thus, we have to 
concentrate on A(d+ 1, p) for 0 <p < 1, and on the inverse property. 
LEMMA 4. For 0 <p 5 00 and M as above we have 
CO,+~(~, B(., M))P,R~s C.td”min(l’p,l), o<t<1. (27) 
Proo$ Using the formulas for the derivatives of box splines (cf. [S, 161) 
and the definition of d we have 
DdB(x, M) = max B(x,M) ~C<CO a.e. in RN 
(more precisely, B(x, M) E Wd(RN)), and, clearly, 
D d+ I B(x> M) 9°C. 
x~R~\supp I?(., M) 
= 2 x E supp B( ., M) n QB, 
where Q, is the open set given by the union of the interiors of the simplices 
forming the Kuhn-Freudenthal triangulation in RN. These estimates yield, 
on the one hand, 
(28) 
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and, on the other hand, 
jd;I+‘B(x, M)( SC. (kld+l, XEQB,h> 
where QR,h denotes the set of all those x E R N for which the line 
segment [x, x-t (d+ 1). k] belongs to Q2, n supp B( .) A4). Since 
mes(suppd;f”‘B(.,M))~C;mes{(suppd,d+’B(~,M))\SZ,~,)~C~~ki, we 
obtain by (28), (29) 
for Jkj 5 1 which implies the statement of Lemma 4. 
Remark 8. In the one case m, = ... = mN.t 1 = I (i.e., the usual linear 
CO-element, &i= 1) we have the better estimate 
w,(t, B(.,M)),,R~~C.tl+i’p, o<t<1, O<p~oo. 
Obviously, Lemma 4 implies the inverse property Z((d+ 1, p, d-t- 
min(l/p, 1)). Concerning the approximation property A(d+ 1,~) for p < 1 
we first use the Jackson type inequality (24) from [21] which yields (for 
k = d+ 3) the existence of piecewise polynomials gl(x) E S{“+ 3’(ZN) c 
Cd+ ‘(IN) satisfying 
~cc~d+,(2-',f),~C'0d+,(2-',f), 
and, as a consequence, 
ud+1(2-I,gl)p~c..Lod+1(2-I,f)p, I=O, 1, . . . . 
By usual one-dimensional arguments we also have 
(all constants being independent off and 1). 
Next we show the existence of functions g,E Sr(ZN) such that 
To this end, we can use the quasi-interpolant theory for the C-metric. 
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According to [ 161, a sequence g, E S ?(I”) exists such that 
SUP ii?,(x)-ggl(x)l 5C.2-‘(d+1). sup Dd+lgl(~), 
xaI1.r XE4.1 
where I;, i = u {I,j: dist(Z,,], IJ 5 C(M) .2-‘) with some absolute constant 
C(M). For the definition of the dyadic cubes I/,,, see the previous sub- 
section (b). 
From this local estimate we obtain 
<C.2-1p’d+1). 2 2-N’.(max sup Dd+lgl(~))P 
i: 1,,1 c IN I, c 4, I x E Q, 
~c.2+(d+l). c 2-N'+uP Dd+GfdX))P 
i: I,,, c IN XE Ii,, 
<C.2-‘p(d+‘). I\Dd+l&ll;P, zz 
where the last step follows from the trivial inequality 
rN’. IIw,(II,2,<= (2. IIWp(,,,,)> O<p<cO, 
satisfied for all polynomials P(x) of fixed coordinate degree with a constant 
independent on 1, i, and P(x). Thus, (30) is established and A(d+ 1,~) 
follows by 
llf-gr//PL,5 Ilf-~lll~p+ Il&-glII~p 
5 c. (md+ ,(2-3); + 2-1p(d+ ‘). I(Dd+ 1 &/l;p) - 
5 C’%+1(2-‘,f);. 
We quote the above results in the following 
PROPOSITION 3. Let M be as described. Then, for 0 <p g 03, the 
approximation scheme {So}, I = 0, 1, . . . . satisfies the properties S(p), 
A(d+ l,p), and I(d+ l,p, d+min(l, l/p)). 
Once again, Section 2 and Proposition 3 yield the corresponding asser- 
tions on the degree of approximation by linear combinations of <n box 
splines BE(x). As in (b) we can suppose that the underlying triangulations 
of IN are properly nested. The formulation of such corollaries is left to the 
reader. 
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(d) Further comments. All the statements in 
degree 0f nonlinear spline approximation for fun 
x= B;:>,# or w;: (or I‘,,, s’= 0) 
were given under the assumptions 0 =CP, <JJ’ 5 33 and, 
guarantee the embedding Y G X, s’ < s - N( k/p - B/p’) (the 
tions on the parameters S, S’ reflect the properties of the a 
scheme whiEe the whole range of q7 4’ is mainly use 
for Sobolev classes as a particular case). 
As for the other possible situation (0 <p’ &V 5 CC an 
the embedding Y 4 X holds we can get a~~l~go~s e timates as trivial can- 
sequences of the property A(k, p). For example, to obtain the counterpart 
of Theorem 3 suppose that 0 < p’ 5 p 5 co, 0 < 4, q’ 5 x, C < s’ < min(s, I. ’ I5 
and (S,) satisfies S(p), S(p’), A(k,p), and I(k, p’, i ‘1. For given f2 2 MO we 
define T by the condition M, 5 n < M, + 1 and define h’““EM,((S,)) as an 
element Sr E S, satisfying the Jackson-type inequality from A(ii, p) 
(cf. (IQ)). As in the proof of Theorem 1 we have 
etinition ZrN =: n, we tinally get 
(with obvious modifications if 4 or 4’ = cc 4. 
, for p’ sp the required estimate is really given (for anyf~ Y) by the 
best approximation with respect to a fixed linear subspace of X with 
dimension srz, and there is no reason to look for better a 
from the nonlinear set M,( (S, > ). 
The situation changes if p <p’. Clearly, the approxi 
respect to any fixed linear subspace L c X with di 
belonging to Y can be estimated from below by th 
(Y) denotes the unit ball in Y) 
d,,(B( Y), X) = inf SUP inf ilf-sL WI 
L:dimLsn /EB(Y) gt.L 
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which are well known in the case of normed Besov-Sobolev spaces (see 
[26, Theorem 2.2 (lower bounds)]). For example, let X, Y be as in (30), 
12 q, q’ 5 03, and s’ < s - N( l/p - l/p’). Then 
1 
n -(s - s’)/N 25pppp’500 
(j(B( y), X) 2 c . n - (s - w’+ l/2 - l/P', 15pp22pp’5co (33) 
n - (s - s’)/N + l/p - l/p’ 3 15pzsp’52 
for n = 1,2, . . . (let us mention that the lower bound can be improved in 
some cases if we allow in detinition (32) only subspaces L which are 
natural for the problems considered in the above sections). 
Thus, when compared with (33) our theorems in Sections 2 and 3 show, 
in general, that for p <p’ nonlinear spline approximation with “free” parti- 
tions leads to stronger asymptotic estimates. Roughly speaking, under the 
corresponding assumptions on the parameters, Y 4 X as defined in (30), 
we have 
SUP J%z(f, (&)).Y= sup inf inf IV-gllx 
fe B( Y) ftE(Y) ~=s~anjB~,,,,,...,B/,.~,} geL 
5 c . n -(s - O/N 
7 n-+00. (34) 
It should also be mentioned that nonlinear piecewise polynomial 
approximation has been used for estimating entropy numbers (see the 
classical paper [3] by Birman, Solom’jak). 
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